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WHAT IS REAL ESTATE?

- The buildings we work in, the malls we shop in, the residences we rent, the doctor’s offices we visit, the hotels we stay in
- Commercial real estate provides exposure to hundreds of thousands of structures across diverse property sectors:
  - Retail
  - Residential
  - Office
  - Industrial
  - Health Care
  - Self-storage
  - Hotels
- Accessed through both public, listed (e.g., Real Estate Investment Trusts “REITs”) and private markets
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT MERITS

- Real estate provides unique investment attributes:
  - Hybrid investment returns with elements of both stocks and bonds
  - Investment grade real property assets provide a measure of inflation hedging
  - Real estate cycle does not coincide with the overall economic cycle
  - Moderate correlation with other assets over time provides potential diversification

- Studies indicate optimal allocation to real estate may be 5%-15%

Commercial Real Estate is a Large Asset Class
Third Largest Asset in U.S. Investment Market Basket

“Basically, there are only four types of investment categories that you need to consider: Cash, Bonds, Common Stocks and Real Estate.” – Burton G. Malkiel, PhD (Economist, Princeton), The Random Walk Guide to Investing

Direct Equity Real Estate

Direct equity real estate represents ownership of physical properties such as office, retail, apartment and industrial buildings
1. Management acquires and administers properties
2. Invests funds for capital improvements, tenant improvements and leasing commissions
3. Generates returns through the collection of rent and capital appreciation of property values

Listed Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT)s

Listed REITs are public companies that specialize in owning and operating commercial real estate
1. They trade on exchanges and are available in active and passive mutual funds and ETF vehicles
2. They generate returns through the collection of rent and capital appreciation of property values
3. They return most (90%) of their income to investors in dividends – income comprises about 2/3rds of total REIT returns
Historically DC Plans accessed real estate through public REITS
In recent years, more multi-asset “Real Asset” funds, which often include REITS, have been offered
Even when offered, either as part of a multi-asset solution or a standalone public REIT product, uptake has been low

Source: Callan DC Index™, Q1 2017, https://www.callan.com/dc-index/
CURRENT LANDSCAPE

Historical Allocation to Real Estate

Direct/Private:
- An estimated $25bn allocated to private real estate in DC
- Across 100+ DC Plans, 20 consultants have clients that have implemented across 14 record keepers, 10 custodians
- Present in 7.7% of off-the-shelf glide paths, with strategic allocations ranging from 2.5% to 15.0%

Listed REITs/Public:
- An estimated $225bn allocated to listed REITS/public real estate in DC
- REITs are available as a stand alone option in nearly 200,000 DC plans,
- Implemented by virtually all record keepers
- Present in 90%+ of Target Date Funds. Included as a sleeve in 60% of Target Date Funds

REAL ESTATE DECISION TREE

- Are the investment merits worthwhile?
- Do the fees justify the potential outcomes?
- Where would this fit into a DC plan structure?
  - Target date funds? Multi-asset funds?
- What type of implementation best fits?
  - REITS or private or both?
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